Integrated Clinical Systems, Inc. announces JReview 13.1 – with new AE Incidence

Table (nested descending sort AE Table) Report Template, additional Graph Types, and
a major new area – Data Quality Analysis for centralized statistical monitoring, and
many other features.
Frenchtown, NJ – July 25, 2018
Integrated Clinical Systems, Inc. (ICS) www.i-review.com, developers of Integrated Review™ &
JReview®, the world’s most comprehensive clinical review and analysis software tool, today announced
JReview version 13.1
Here are some of the major highlights of this new JReview version:

Template Reports – major addition to template report area.
Initially introduced in version 13.0 – with the Demographic Summary Table ‘template’, version 13.1 adds the
very commonly used ‘AE Incidence Table’ to the set. As with the ‘demographic summary table’ – it’s an easy
to use drag and drop interface – adding the AE coded term levels to the definition – typically SOC and PT, as well
as a ‘column’ variable – either Study, some other categorical item, etc. and some ‘general overview’ statistics – to
display number of patients with AEs as well as different subsets, for example, number of patients with Serious
AEs, etc. The default presentation is in descending order of most frequent SOC reports with PTs nested below,
also in descending order of most frequent PT reports. The other very commonly requested feature is to be able
to specify a cutoff % - for example – 2, which means that detail levels (PT) entries are only included if at least one
of the entries for the PT are at least 2% of the population. And the SOCs are included only if at least one of their
PTs meet the cutoff. Interestingly, the cutoff % or cutoff count is also interactive – so users can experiment with
different cutoff % - to see the resulting content. If multiple columns, such as treatment group, are included, the
user can choose which to use for descending sort, or <totals>. Here’s a screenshot of the ‘preview’ display of the
Incidence table – showing the cutoff % selection of 2%:

When the user either saves and executes the saved definition from the Object Explorer, or clicks the ‘Create
Report’ button – a window displaying the results is displayed. Please note that the results are also clickable –
just like a crosstab – so if the user clicks on any of the cells in the table – they’ll see which patients are contained
within the count (highlighting those patients in any reports, graphs, patient profiles displayed).

Scheduling
The ‘print server/scheduling server’ has been updated – supporting multiple ‘threads’ (configurable max
number of threads), to multiple jobs at the same time. Scheduling of patient profiles and patient narratives
continues to be supported as an optional module.

Graph Browser
More control over graph properties – more colors – including more subdued colors as default, line thickness,
symbol size, etc.
Continuing the addition of several graph patterns/types popular in oncology – version 13.1 adds two new
graph types - a mean plus/minus standard error line chart and spider plot.
Line Chart – Mean +- SE (Standard Error)
The error bars included in this line chart are Standard Error bars. Previously, only Std Dev was available.
Here’s an example screenshot:

The spider plot is used to display data over time (calculating days since a reference date on the fly), and by
default plotting change from baseline values of the item on the y-axis. Here’s the definition window, and a
preview.

Here’s a generated spider plot, with filter controls, to include/exclude specific groups, sites, etc.

General – HRZ panels throughout
Previously, the HRZ panels (Vertical to Horizontal Panel definitions) were only available in the New UI in
Graphs and Reports. Now – HRZ panels appear throughout JReview- including their use in Patient Selection
Criteria, Output Filter, and any of the browser definition areas.
AE Risk Assessment
Added ability to export Risk Assessment information at multiple levels. After executing an AE Risk
Assessment – the user can select ‘File … Export’ – which displays the following dialog – where they can select if
they want to export the details of the AE Risk Assessment – with All Levels of MEDDRA terms, or just the top
level. Also – another option is to export the presentation (graphics).

If the user selects ‘Export to Excel … All Levels’ – here’s an example screenshot of the display – which
includes a column for each of the MEDDRA levels that were included in the AE Risk Assessment – in this case
SOC and PT, with the SOC repeated on each row for each PT:

Data Quality Analysis – major new area
A major new capability has been added to JReview version 13.1 – which provides an ‘unsupervised’
centralized statistical review of data in a trial – on an ongoing basis – directly against the data accessed by
JReview. This area runs a battery of tests against the data – including duplicate patient detection, and a wide
range of statistical tests, then generates a ‘global score’ for each geographic area (country, for example), and each
site within the region. The data to be included in the evaluation, as well as which tests should be included
(default is all the tests that are included), plus weighting factors for generating the global score from the
contributing tests – can all be selected/modified by the user setting up the definitions. Here’s a walk-through of
the results – once an analysis has been conducted, followed by an overview of the definition area.
1. An overview display under the ‘Statistical Analysis’ tab, and ‘Site Score Treemap’ – shows the coloration of
‘global score’ – sites within country (optional level). When click on one of the sites, the darker color, the
higher the ‘global score’ – the table below displays the ‘analysis details’ behind the global score.

When you click on the ‘Site Analysis Table’ or ‘Geo Location Analysis Table’ – (Geo Location in this
screenshot) – you see the countries, and their respective ‘global score’, and the results of each of the specific
analyses – a check mark means that country was ‘flagged’ for that analysis … and each of the flagged analyses
contribute to the ‘global score’ based on weighting factors that are defined in the definition screen – described
below. If one of the analyses is blank (no checkbox) – that means the analysis wasn’t run – due to either not
enough information, or the user had asked that the analysis not be included. Clicking on any of the country lines
– updates the ‘Analysis Details’ table on the bottom of the window.

2. Clicking on the ‘Data Distribution’ tab – displays a list of tables/datasets in the data, and items/columns
within each. Clicking on any of the tables -> Items, then displays the details of a variety of statistics for that
item – displayed by country, then clicking on ‘+’ opens the country to display the included sites in the
country. The Score (global score) column is included for information, but isn’t specific to the item selected
– the other statistics are … but the score is present for information, and sorting purposes. Clicking on any of
the countries or sites – then updates the other graphics on the page – data distribution for the item, histogram
of distribution, etc.

3. Clicking on the ‘Last Digit Preference’ tab toward the bottom of the window – displays the digit preference
for the country or site – compared to all others:

4. Clicking on the Duplicates tab toward the bottom – displays the possible duplicate patients and ‘percent
duplicates’. This info is driven by information provided during the definition step – described below:

5. Definition step – done prior to scheduling analysis – selects which variables should be included (checked in
the ‘general’ column, which items should be considered for ‘duplicate patient’ determination – checking items
in the ‘Patient Info’ column. Next area is ‘Categories’ – those are the types of analyses that will be
conducted – all are included by default. The weight column lets the user change the relative importance of
each of the analyses. The definition areas to the right – are for options ‘GeoLocation’ definition (Country –
typically), as well as information for Start and Stop dates (used during some of the analyses), location of an
Adverse Event variable (with filtering possible), and Patient Completion information. All of these are
considered during some of the analyses.

About JReview®
JReview® is the fastest, easiest way to review, graph, report, and analyze your clinical data. It is a webenabled software application written specifically for pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device
companies doing clinical research. It provides many vital tools needed to perform clinical data review,
ad hoc reporting, data visualization, analysis, and risk assessment of clinical studies data. By interacting
with various patient subsets and using any combination of browser modules or dashboards within the
product, users can easily review and/or monitor their clinical trials for safety, efficacy, etc.

About Integrated Clinical Systems, Inc.
Integrated Clinical Systems, Inc. (ICS) http://www.i-review.com, headquartered in Frenchtown, NJ, is
an industry-leading developer of software applications for pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device
companies worldwide. Their original software application, Integrated Review™, provides ongoing, realtime review of clinical data and an easy-to-use, intuitive means of profiling patients, reporting, graphing,
ad-hoc data mining and signal detection for clinical data stored in third-party or in-house data
management software systems or data warehouses. This functionality has been ported to a web-enabled
software application, JReview®, and has been expanded even more with new features. These products
have been developed by professionals from the pharmaceutical industry, and they continue to be refined
and enhanced by customer and FDA feedback. It is this specialization and industry focus that provides
their clients with the reporting and analysis capabilities that allow them to bring products to the market
safely, efficiently, speedily and cost effectively.
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